
MMichael ichael J. J. Sipos Sipos and and Gary Gary D. D. Smith Smith (collectively (collectively Plaintiffs), Plaintiffs), two two veterans veterans of of the the United United States States 

Air Air Force, Force, through through counsel, counsel, tthe he United United States States Department Department of of Justice, Justice, file file a a complaint complaint for for violations violations 

of of the the UUniformed niformed Services Services Employment Employment and and Reemployment Reemployment Rights Rights AAct ct of of 1994 1994 ("USERRA") (“USERRA”) 

against against FlightSafety FlightSafety Services Services Corporation Corporation ("FlightSafety") (“FlightSafety”) and and Delaware Delaware Resource Resource Group Group of of 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma, LLC LLC ("DRG"). (“DRG”).

JJURISDICTION URISD ICTIO N

22. . Venue Venue is is pproper roper In in this this District District bbecause ecause FFlightSafety lightSafety mmaintains aintains aa  pplace lace of of bbusiness usiness In in 

Centennial, Centennial, Colorado. Colorado. 38 38 U.s.c. U.S.C. § § 4323 4323((c) c)((2). 2).

3. 3. In In the the alternative, alternative, vvenue enue is is also also pproper roper in in this this District District bbecause ecause a a substantial substantial ppart art of of the the events events 

giving giving rise rise to to tthe he claims claims occurred occurred in in Colorado, Colorado, 28 28 UU.s.c. .S.C. § § 1391(b), 1391(b), and and FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG DRG are are 

subject subject to to ppersonal ersonal jjurisdiction urisdiction in in Colorado. Colorado. IdId. . § § 1391(c). 1391(c).
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IN IN THE T H E  UNITED UNITED STATES STATES DISTRICT D ISTRICT COURT COURT 
FOR FOR THE TH E DISTRICT D ISTRICT OF OF COLORADO COLORADO

Civil Civil AAction ction NNo. o. 13-cv-0552-13-cv-0552-

MICHAEL MICHAEL J. J. SIPOS, SIPOS, and and 
GARY GARY D. D. SMITH, SMITH,

Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs,

vv. .

FFLIGHTSAFETY LIGHTSAFETY SSERVICES ERVICES CCORPORATION, ORPORATION, and and 
DELAWARE DELAWARE RESOURCE RESOURCE GROUP GROUP OF OF OOKLAHOMA, KLAHOMA, LLC, LLC,

Defendants. Defendants.

COMPLAINT CO M PLAINT

1. 1. This This Court Court has has jjurisdiction urisdiction over over this this action action ppursuant ursuant to to UUSERRA, SERRA, 38 38 U.s.c. U.S.C. § § 4323(b) 4323(b)((3). 3).

VENUE VENUE
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PARTIES PARTIES

4. 4. Plaintiff Plaintiff Michael Michael J. J. Sipos Sipos is is an an individual individual and and a a citizen citizen of of NNew ew Jersey. Jersey.

5. 5. Plaintiff Plaintiff Gary Gary D. D. Smith Smith is is an an individual individual and and a a citizen citizen of of Massachusetts. Massachusetts.

6. 6. FlightSafety, FlightSafety, a a Delaware Delaware corporation, corporation, is is registered registered to to conduct conduct business business in in Colorado Colorado and and has has 

its its pprincipal rincipal pplace lace of of bbusiness usiness in in Centennial, Centennial, Colorado. Colorado.

7. 7. DRG DRG is is an an Oklahoma Oklahoma company company uunder nder NNative ative American American ownership ownership that that does does bbusiness usiness in in 

Colorado Colorado through through a a contract contract wwith ith FlightSafety. FlightSafety.

FACTUAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS ALLEGATIONS 

A. A. MMr. r. SSipos. ipos.

8. 8. Mr. Mr. Sipos, Sipos, a a retired retired AAir ir Force Force rreservist, eservist, is is a a KC-l0 KC-10 Extender Extender ppilot. ilot. The The KC-l0 KC-10 Extender Extender is is 

an an air air mmobility obility command command advanced advanced tanker tanker and and cargo cargo aircraft aircraft designed designed to to pprovide rovide increased increased global global 

mmobility obility for for UU.S. .S. armed armed forces. forces.

9. 9. Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos began began wworking orking for for FlightSafety FlightSafety in in October October 2006 2006 as as a a KC-l0 KC-10 Extender Extender ppilot ilot 

instructor instructor at at the the McGuire McGuire AAir ir Force Force Base Base ("McGuire (“McGuire AFB") AFB”) in in NNew ew Jersey. Jersey.

10. 10. At At all all relevant relevant times, times, FlightSafety FlightSafety has has had had a a contract contract wwith ith the the Air Air Force Force for for the the KC-l0 KC-10 

Aircrew Aircrew Training Training System System ("KC-l0 (“KC-10 ATS"), ATS”), which which is is used used to to train train KC-l0 KC-10 ppilots, ilots, co-pilots, co-pilots, flight flight 

engineers, engineers, loadmasters, loadmasters, and and maintenance maintenance engine engine run run ppersonnel. ersonnel.

11. 11. FlightSafety FlightSafety uuses ses instructors instructors like like Mr. Mr. Sipos, Sipos, wwho ho uuse se tthe he Air Air Force's Force’s facilities facilities and and equipment equipment 

to to train train KC-l0 KC-10 crews crews on on aircraft aircraft flight flight mmanuals, anuals, operations, operations, rules, rules, instructions, instructions, rregulations, egulations, 

performance performance standards, standards, tactics, tactics, ttechniques echniques and and pprocedures rocedures associated associated with with ththe e aaircraft. ircraft.

12. 12. Shortly Shortly after after bbeginning eginning hishis  employment employment wwith ith FFlightSafety, lightSafety, tthe he AAir ir FForce orce pplaced laced MMr. r. Sipos Sipos on on 

active active duty, duty, in in support support of of Operation Operation Enduring Enduring Freedom Freedom and and Operation Operation Iraqi Iraqi Freedom Freedom bbetween etween 

NNovember ovember 44,2006, , 2006, and and June June 4, 4, 2010. 2010.

13. 13. At At the the time time hhe e deployed, deployed, Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos was was a a participant participant in in FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401 401((k) k) pplan. lan.

2 
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14. 14. UUnder nder FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401(k) 401(k) pplan, lan, FlightSafety FlightSafety matches matches an an employee's employee’s contribution contribution equal equal to to 

50 50 percent percent of of the the 401 401((k) k) contributions contributions made made for for the the contribution contribution pperiod eriod on on behalf behalf oof f a a pparticipating articipating 

employee. employee.

15. 15. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s matching matching contributions contributions may may not not exceed exceed four four percent percent of of the the pparticipating articipating 

employee's employee’s compensation compensation during during a a pplan lan year, year, which which is is defined defined as as a a 12-consecutive-month 12-consecutive-month pperiod eriod 

ending ending each each December December 31. 31.

16. 16. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401(k) 401(k) plan plan essentially essentially provides provides a a four four ppercent ercent matching matching contribution contribution when when an an 

employee employee contributes contributes eight eight ppercent ercent of of his his compensation. compensation.

17. 17. At At all all relevant relevant times times pprior rior to to his his deployment, deployment, Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos contributed contributed eight eight ppercent ercent of of his his 

compensation compensation to to FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401 401((k) k) pplan, lan, and and FlightSafety FlightSafety pprovided rovided a a four four ppercent ercent mmatch atch to to the the 

same. same.

18. 18. When When he he rreturned eturned to to FlightSafety FlightSafety after after his his active active duty duty assignment, assignment, Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos signed signed a a 

mmilitary ilitary leave leave catch-up catch-up contribution contribution form form to to make make catch-up catch-up contributions contributions to to the the 401 401((k) k) pplan lan for for the the 

mmissed issed contributions contributions he he did did not not make make while while he he wwas as on on active active duty. duty.

19. 19. Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos agreed agreed to to contribute contribute $202.81 $202.81 pper er pay pay pperiod eriod for for 130 130 ppayments, ayments, with with a a FlightSafety FlightSafety 

mmatch atch of of $101.40 $101.40 per per ppay ay pperiod, eriod, to to the the 401 401((k) k) pplan lan for for the the contributions contributions he he missed missed wwhile hile he he was was on on 

active active duty. duty.

20. 20. Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos made made catch-up catch-up contributions contributions to to the the 401(k) 401(k) pplan lan between between December December 3, 3, 2010, 2010, and and 

June June 30, 30, 2011. 2011.

21. 21. In In or or around around June June 2011, 2011, as as a a condition condition of of renewal renewal of of the the KC-l0 KC-10 ATS ATS contract contract with with the the Air Air 

Force, Force, FlightSafety FlightSafety agreed agreed to to subcontract subcontract a a pportion ortion of of the the contract contract to to a a minority-owned minority-owned company. company. 

FlightSafety FlightSafety chose chose DRG, DRG, a a company company uunder nder NNative ative American American ownership. ownership.

22. 22. Under Under the the subcontract subcontract with with FlightSafety, FlightSafety, DRG DRG agreed agreed to to hire hire incumbent incumbent KC-l0 KC-10 ATS ATS 

instructors instructors such such as as Mr. Mr. Sipos. Sipos. As As a a result, result, on on or or about about JJuly uly 14, 14, 2011, 2011, FlightSafety FlightSafety administratively administratively

3 
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terminated terminated Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ employment employment and and the the next next day day he he became became an an eemployee mployee oof f DDRG. RG. As As aa  DRG DRG 

employee employee hhe e continued continued to to pperform erform the the same same dduties, uties, iin n the the ssame ame location, location, aand nd uunder nder the the ssame ame 

wworking orking conditions conditions as as he he hhad ad wwith ith FlightSafety. FlightSafety.

23. 23. FlightSafety FlightSafety also also terminated terminated all all of of Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ benefits, benefits, including including the the 401(k) 401 (k) plan, plan, and and Mr. Mr. 

Sipos Sipos was was unable unable to to continue continue to to make make catch-up catch-up contributions contributions to to the the FlightSafety FlightSafety 401(k) 401(k) plan. plan.

24. 24. On On September September 27, 27, 2011, 2011, Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos contacted contacted the the FlightSafety FlightSafety 401 401 (k) (k) pplan lan administrator administrator 

seeking seeking to to make make aa  llump ump sum sum ccatch-up atch-up contribution contribution that that would would count count toward toward the the contributions contributions he he 

missed missed while while he he was was oon n aactive ctive duty. duty. The The pplan lan administrator administrator told told Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos that that the the pplan lan wwould ould not not 

accept accept a a lump lump sum sum catch catch uup p contribution. contribution.

25. 25. FlightSafety FlightSafety has has retained retained control control over over Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ employment employment opportunities opportunities as as a a DRG DRG 

employee. employee.

26. 26. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s "site “site manager," manager,” who who is is located located at at McGuire McGuire AFB, AFB, exerC1ses exercises "operational “operational 

control" control” and and directs directs the the daily daily activities activities of of DRG DRG ppersonnel ersonnel (including (including Mr. Mr. Sipos), Sipos), such such as as scheduling scheduling 

duties, duties, assigning assigning tasks, tasks, and and directing directing the the actions actions ofDRG of DRG employees. employees.

27. 27. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s site site manager manager currently currently supervises supervises Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ daily daily activities activities and and previously previously 

supervised supervised Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ daily daily activities activities when when hhe e wwas as directly directly employed employed by by FlightSafety. FlightSafety.

28. 28. Upon Upon information information and and belief, belief, FlightSafety, FlightSafety, through through the the site site manager, manager, controls controls the the decision decision of of 

wwhether hether DRG DRG employees employees (including (including Mr. Mr. Sipos) Sipos) will will bbe e disciplined. disciplined. UUnder nder the the operational operational agreement agreement 

between between FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG, DRG, FlightSafety FlightSafety notifies notifies DRG DRG management management regarding regarding any any DRG DRG 

personnel personnel bbehavior ehavior correction correction or or counseling counseling requirements, requirements, which which DRG DRG is is then then expected expected to to 

implement. implement.

29. 29. The The FlightSafety FlightSafety ssite ite manager manager ccontinues ontinues to to eevaluate valuate Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ pperformance erformance asas  a a ppilot ilot 

instructor, instructor, using using a a form form called called "instructor “instructor observation observation record." record.”

4 
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37. 37. In In 1990, 1990, Mr. Mr. Smith Smith began began working working for for FlightSafety FlightSafety at at the the Westover Westover Air Air Reserve Reserve Base Base 

("Westover (“Westover ARB") ARB”) in in Chicopee, Chicopee, Massachusetts, Massachusetts, as as a a loadmaster loadmaster instructor instructor for for the the C-5 C-5 Galaxy Galaxy 

aircraft. aircraft.

B. B. Mr. Mr. Smith. Smith.

30. 30. FligthSafety FligthSafety also also exercises exercises control control over over DRG DRG employees' employees’ leave leave requests. requests. The The FlightSafety FlightSafety 

site site manager manager at at McGuire McGuire AFB AFB approves approves Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ vacation vacation time time and and other other types types of of leave. leave.

31. 31. Upon Upon information information and and belief, belief, FlightSafety FlightSafety controls controls whether whether DRG DRG instructors instructors (including (including Mr. Mr. 

Sipos) Sipos) work work overtime, overtime, or or even even whether whether DRG DRG should should hire hire additional additional ppart-time art-time personnel. personnel.

332. 2. There There is is also also aa  substantial substantial ccontinuity ontinuity oof f business business ooperations perations aat t MMcGuire cGuire AAFB FB bbetween etween 

FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG. DRG.

33. 33. DRG DRG pprovides rovides the the same same services services to to the the Airforce Airforce as as FlightSafety FlightSafety at at the the same same facility facility -—  

McGuire McGuire AFB AFB -—  uusing sing the the same same equipment. equipment. Both Both FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG DRG employed employed or or employ employ KC-KC-

10 10 ATS ATS to to train train KC-10 KC-10 ppilots, ilots, co-pilots, co-pilots, flight flight engineers, engineers, loadmasters, loadmasters, and and maintenance maintenance engine engine run run 

ppersonnel. ersonnel.

34. 34. There There is is a a continuity continuity of of workforce workforce between between FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG DRG at at McGuire McGuire AAFB; FB; DRG DRG 

hhired ired a a substantial substantial number number of of incumbent incumbent FligthSafety FligthSafety KC-10 KC-10 AATS TS employees employees to to continue continue to to do do the the 

same same wwork ork for for DRG DRG as as they they did did for for FFlightSafety. lightSafety.

35. 35. On On NNovember ovember 7, 7, 2011, 2011, Mr. Mr. Sipos Sipos filed filed a a complaint complaint uunder nder USERRA USERRA with with the the United United States States 

Department Department oof f Labor Labor (“("DOL") DOL”) aalleging lleging tthat hat hhe e wwas as denied denied tthe he opportunity opportunity tto o mmake ake catch-up catch-up 

contributions contributions tto o his his 401 401((k) k) pplan lan in in vviolation iolation of of USERRA. USERRA.

36. 36. The The DOL's DOL’s VVeterans' eterans’ Employment Employment and and Training Training Service Service conducted conducted an an investigation, investigation, and and 

found found that that Mr. Mr. Sipos' Sipos’ claim claim had had merit. merit.
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38. 38. The The C-5 C-5 is is one one of of the the largest largest aircraft aircraft in in the the world world and and the the largest largest airlifter airlifter in in the the Air Air Force Force 

iinventory, nventory, and and can can carry carry a a fully fully equipped equipped combat-ready combat-ready military military unit unit to to any any ppoint oint iin n the the world world on on 

short short notice. notice.

39. 39. A A lloadmaster, oadmaster, wwho ho is is ppart art of of ththe e C-5 C-5 crew, crew, ssupervises upervises the the uuploading ploading aand nd downloading downloading of of C-C- 

5's 5’s cargo, cargo, and and computes computes the the weight weight aand nd bbalance alance of of the the aircraft. aircraft.

40. 40. At At all all relevant relevant times, times, FlightSafety FlightSafety has has had had a a contract contract with with the the Air Air Force Force for for the the C-5 C-5 Aircrew Aircrew 

Training Training System System ("C-5 (“C-5 ATS") ATS”),,  which which is is used used to to train train C-5 C-5 ppilots, ilots, co-pilots, co-pilots, flight flight engineers, engineers, 

loadmasters, loadmasters, and and mmaintenance aintenance eengine ngine rurun n ppersonnel. ersonnel.

441. 1. FlightSafety FlightSafety uuses ses iinstructors nstructors like like Mr. Mr. Smith, Smith, wwho ho uuse se the the Air Air Force's Force’s facilities facilities and and equipment equipment 

to to train train CC-5 -5 crews crews on on aaircraft ircraft fflight light manuals, manuals, operations, operations, rules, rules, iinstructions, nstructions, regulations, regulations, pperformance erformance 

standards, standards, tactics, tactics, techniques techniques and and pprocedures rocedures aassociated ssociated wwith ith the the aaircraft. ircraft.

42. 42. Mr. Mr. Smith Smith is is an an active active Air Air Force Force reservist, reservist, and and on on October October 1, 1, 2004, 2004, he he was was activated activated and and 

served served on on active active duty duty through through July July 15,2008, 15, 2008, in in support support of of operation operation Iraqi Iraqi Freedom. Freedom.

443. 3. On On AAugust ugust 88, , 2008, 2008, Mr. Mr. Smith Smith again again entered entered active active duty duty aand nd sserved erved until until December December 331, 1, 

2010. 2010.

44. 44. At At the the time time he he deployed, deployed, Mr. Mr. Smith Smith wwas as a a participant participant in in FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401 401((k) k) plan. plan.

45. 45. Under Under FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401(k) 401(k) plan, plan, FlightSafety FlightSafety matchs matchs an an employee's employee’s contribution contribution equal equal to to 50 50 

percent percent of of the the 401 401 (k) (k) contributions contributions mmade ade for for the the contribution contribution pperiod eriod on on bbehalf ehalf of of a a pparticipating articipating 

employee. employee.

446. 6. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s matching matching ccontributions ontributions may may nnot ot eexceed xceed four four ppercent ercent of of the the pparticipating articipating 

employee's employee’s compensation compensation during during a a pplan lan yyear, ear, which which is is defined defined as as a a 12-consecutive-month 12-consecutive-month pperiod eriod 

ending ending each each December December 31. 31.

47. 47. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s 401(k) 401(k) plan plan essentially essentially provides provides a a four four percent percent matching matching contribution contribution when when an an 

employee employee contributes contributes eight eight ppercent ercent of of his his compensation. compensation.
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49. On February 11, 2011, Mr. Smith signed a military leave catch up contribution form to make 

catch up contributions to the 401(k) plan for the missed contributions he did not make while he was 

on active duty.

50. Mr. Smith agreed to contribute $254.55 per pay period for 130 payments, with a FlightSafety 

match of $137.27 per pay period, to the 401(k) plan for the contributions he missed while he was on 

active duty.

51. Mr. Smith only was able to make two catch up contributions to the 401 (k) plan, with 

FlighSafety’s corresponding match.

52. In or around March 2011, as a condition of renewal of the C 5 ATS contract with the Air 

Force, FlightSafety agreed to subcontract a portion of the contract to a minority owned company. 

FlightSafety chose DRG, a company under Native American ownership.

53. Under the subcontract with FlightSafety, DRG agreed to hire incumbent C 5 ATS 

instructors such as Mr. Smith. As a result, on or about March 31, 2011, FlightSafety administratively 

terminated Mr. Smith’s employment and the next day he became an employee of DRG. As a DRG 

employee he continued to perform the same duties, in the same location, and under the same 

working conditions as he had with FlightSafety.

54. FlightSafety also terminated all of Mr. Smith’s benefits, including the 401(k) plan, and Mr. 

Smith was unable to continue to make catch up contributions to the FlightSafety 401(k) plan.

55. FlightSafety has retained control over Mr. Smith’s employment opportunities as a DRG 

employee.

7
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56. 56. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s "site “site manager," manager,” wwho ho is is located located at at Westover Westover ARB, ARB, exerC1ses exercises "operational “operational 

control" control” and and directs directs the the daily daily aactivities ctivities oof f DRG DRG ppersonnel ersonnel ((including including MMr. r. SSmith), mith), such such as as sscheduling cheduling 

duties, duties, assigning assigning tasks, tasks, and and directing directing actions actions of of DRG DRG employees. employees.

57. 57. The The FlightSafety FlightSafety site site manager manager currently currently Supervises Supervises Mr. Mr. Smith's Smith’s daily daily activities activities and and ppreviously reviously 

supervised supervised Mr. Mr. Smith's Smith’s daily daily activities, activities, wwhen hen he he was was directly directly employed employed bby y FlightSafety. FlightSafety.

58. 58. UUpon pon information information and and belief, belief, FlightSafety, FlightSafety, through through the the site site manager, manager, controls controls the the decision decision of of 

whether whether DRG DRG employees employees (including (including Mr. Mr. Smith) Smith) will will be be disciplined. disciplined. Under Under the the operational operational 

agreement agreement bbetween etween FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG, DRG, FlightSafety FlightSafety nnotifies otifies DRG DRG management management regarding regarding any any 

"DRG “DRG ppersonnel ersonnel behavior behavior correction correction or or counseling counseling requirements," requirements,” which which DRG DRG is is then then expected expected to to 

implement. implement.

59. 59. FlightSafety's FlightSafety’s site site manager manager continues continues to to evaluate evaluate Mr. Mr. Smith's Smith’s pperformance erformance as as an an instructor, instructor, 

uusing sing a a form form called called "instructor “instructor observation observation record." record.”

60. 60. FlightSafety FlightSafety also also exercises exercises control control over over DRG DRG employees' employees’ leave leave requests. requests. The The FlightSafety FlightSafety 

site site mmanager anager at at WWestover estover ARB ARB aapproves pproves Mr. Mr. SSmith's mith’s vacation vacation time time and and oother ther ttypes ypes of of leleave. ave.

61. 61. Upon Upon information information and and belief, belief, FlightSafety FlightSafety controls controls whether whether DRG DRG employees, employees, including including Mr. Mr. 

Smith, Smith, work work overtime, overtime, or or even even whether whether DDRG RG should should hire hire additional additional ppart-time art-time ppersonnel. ersonnel.

662. 2. There There is is also also a a substantial substantial continuity continuity of of bbusiness usiness operations operations at at WWestover estover ARB ARB bbetween etween 

FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG. DRG.

63. 63. DRG DRG pprovides rovides the the same same serv1ces services tto o the the Airforce Airforce as as FlightSafety, FlightSafety, at at the the same same facility facility -—  

Westover Westover ARB ARB -—  using using the the same same equipment. equipment. Both Both FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG DRG employed employed or or employ employ the the 

C-5 C-5 ATS ATS to to train train C-5 C-5 ppilots, ilots, co-pilots, co-pilots, flight flight engineers, engineers, loadmasters, loadmasters, and and maintenance maintenance engine engine run run 

ppersonnel. ersonnel.
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FIRST CLAIM FOR R E L IE F  FLIGH TSAFETY’S VIOLATION OF PLAIN TIFFS’ 

RIGHTS UND ER 38 U .S.C . § 4318

67. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 66.

68. FlightSafety is Plaintiffs’ joint “employer” with DRG under USERRA because, at all relevant 

times, it has retained control over Plaintiffs’ employment opportunities. 38 U.S.C. § 4303(4)(A).

69. As Plaintiffs’ employer, FlightSafety was required under USERRA to treat the period that 

Plaintiffs served with the Air Force as service with FlightSafety for the purpose of determining the 

nonforfeitability of their accrued benefits and the accrual of benefits to them under FlightSafety’s 

401(k) plan. 38 U.S.C § 4318.

70. FlightSafety was also required to accept “catch up” contributions from Plaintiffs upon their 

return from military service and is liable to FlightSafety’s 401 (k) plan for the amount of any 

employer contribution for Plaintiffs in the same manner and to the same extent the allocation 

occurred for other employees during the period of Plaintiffs’ service.

71. FlightSafety, as Plaintiffs’ employer, violated USERRA by not allowing Plaintiffs to continue 

making catch up contributions to the FlightSafety 401 (k) plan, and by not matching such 

contributions, for the missed contributions they did not make while they were on active duty in 

armed forces.

9
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64. 64. There There is is a a continuity continuity of of workforce workforce between between FlightSafety FlightSafety and and DRG DRG at at Westover Westover ARB; ARB; DRG DRG 

hhired ired a a substantial substantial nnumber umber of of iincumbent ncumbent FligthSafety FligthSafety CC-5 -5 ATS ATS employees employees to to ccontinue ontinue to to ddo o the the 
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF AGAINST  DRG’S VIOLATION OF PLAIN TIFFS’

RIGHTS UND ER 38 U .S.C . § 4318

72. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 66.

73. DRG is a successor in interest to FlightSafety and is therefore responsible for satisfying 

FlightSafety’s USERRA obligations to Plaintiffs . 38 U.S.C. § 4303(4)(A).

74. As a successor in interest to FlightSafety, DRG was required under USERRA to treat the 

period that Plaintiffs served with the Air Force as service with DRG for the purpose of determining 

the nonforfeitability of their accrued benefits and the accrual of benefits to them under DRG’s 

401(k) plan. 38 U.S.C § 4318.

75. DRG was also required to honor the “military 401(k) make up contribution election form” 

executed by Plaintiffs and accept “catch up” contributions and contribute the employer match to 

Plaintiffs’ 401(k) plans in the same manner and to the same extent that such allocations occurred for 

other employees during the period of Plaintiffs’ service.

76. DRG, as a successor in interest to FlightSafety, violated USERRA by not allowing Plaintiffs 

to make catch up contributions and by not matching such contributions for the contributions they 

missed while on active duty in the armed forces.

TH IRD  CLAIM FO R RELIEF  FLIGH TSAFETY’S VIOLATION OF M R. SIPOS’ 

RIG HTS UND ER 38 U .S.C . § 4318 and 26 U .S.C . § 414(u)

77. Mr. Sipos incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 4, and 6 through 36.

78. FlightSafety, as Mr. Sipos’ employer, violated USERRA by not allowing Mr. Sipos to make a 

lump sum catch up contribution to the FlightSafety 401 (k) plan, and by not matching such 

contribution, for the contributions he missed while he was on active duty in the Air Force.
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PRAYER FO R RELIEF 

W H EREFO RE, PREM ISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

a. Declare that FlightSafety is Plaintiffs’ joint employer under USERRA because it retains 

control over their employment opportunities;

b. Declare that DRG is a “successor in interest” to FlightSafety and therefore responsible 

for FlightSafety’s USERRA obligations to Plaintiffs;Order FlightSafety or DRG, or both, 

as Plaintiffs’ employers under USERRA, to allow Plaintiffs to continue making catch up 

contributions pursuant to the “military 401(k) make up contribution election form” they 

executed;

c. Order FlightSafety or DRG, or both, as Plaintiffs’ employers under USERRA, to 

continue contributing the employer’s share of Plaintiffs’ catch up contributions pursuant 

to the “military 401(k) make up contribution election form” they executed;

d. Award pre-judgment and post-judgment interest as allowed by USERRA;

e. Award Plaintiffs the costs of this suit; and

f. Grant such further and general relief as the Court deems just and proper under the law 

and the facts of this case.
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